Football worlds set to collide
for Chiefs, Technicians
Evan Paputa 10 p.m. EST November 17, 2015
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Things are beginning to feel eerily similar to 2005 for the Canton Chiefs
football team.
After knocking off top ranked Saline in dominating fashion for their first
regional championship crown since 2006, the Chiefs (10-2) are headed to
the Division 1 semi-finals for only the third time in school history; the first
time (2005) they won and headed to Ford Field for the state championship
game.
Awaiting Canton in the semi-final held at Troy Athens High School, just like
in 2005, is perennial power, Detroit Cass Tech (10-2).
The Technicians won back-to-back Division 1 state championships in 2011
and 2012 and have reached the semi-finals for now the sixth year in a row.
Canton and Cass Tech really are the clash of two opposite worlds. Canton
is content with milking the clock and running a play a minute while Cass

Tech enjoys an up-tempo, spread offense and has speed at just about
every skill position.
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'Perfect' payback: Canton downs Saline, 27-7
Here are five things to watch for in the Canton-Cass Tech semi-final:
Cass Tech O-Line vs Canton D-line
Canton has went against good offensive linemen before, but never an
offensive line quite like the one they will face on Saturday. Michigan verbal
commit Michael Onwenu (6-foot-4, 365 pounds) anchors the unit that paves
way for quarterback Rodney Hall and running back Tim Cheatem.
Although Hall left Cass Tech's regional final game against Macomb Dakota
in the fourth quarter with an ankle injury, he is expected to start against
Canton.
Indiana State verbal commit Alvin Clemons (6-3, 285), Jordan Reid (6-5,
295), Ostell Martin (6-5, 325), and Toledo verbal commit Edrick Matthews
(6-3. 285) all have gotten the attention of college coaches and have
multiple Division 1 verbal offers each.
Canton will be at a size disadvantage at every position, but Thomas Evely,
Ali Mashhour, Jake McKinnon, and Jake Warner will go toe-to-toe with
Cass Tech's offensive line. If they can generate a pass rush similar to the
one against Saline and get pressure on Hall, it will take some pressure off
of the Canton secondary.
Linebackers Jake Stephan, Jalen Cochran, and Lou Baechler will need to
help in creating pressure against the Technicians' offensive line.
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Canton senior linebacker Jalen Cochran (middle) breaks up a pass from Saline
quarterback Josh Jackson (right) during the D1 regional final. Cochran and the Chiefs
look to carry momentum forward to Saturday’s semifinal against Detroit Cass
Tech. (Photo: MICHAEL VASILNEK)

Canton run game
The Canton running game has done its job in each of the first three playoff
games. Markus Sanders, Jared Stephens, and Jakob Wickens are a threeheaded monster that have proved to be hard for opponents to figure out
and stop.
Now that Canton has reached the semi-finals, they are rewarded by playing
a team that has not seen a style of play like Canton's all season.
Despite their defensive line's size, Cass Tech's success will be contingent
on finding a way to stop Canton's rushing attack from gaining momentum
out of their traditional wing-t formation.
Stopping the Canton run game takes commitment, discipline, and
consistency. Not only will Cass Tech have to dedicate a good portion of
their week studying the wing-t formation, they will need to execute on every
play.
If they take plays off and miss an assignment, one of the Canton running
backs will be running for 20 yards or more at a time, which add up.
Canton O-line vs Michael Onwenu
It's been tough sledding for offensive lines that have had to matchup with
Onwenu as a defensive tackle. Onwenu, who is 6-4 and 365, will be tasked
with hitting and wrapping up Canton's 5-7 running back, Sanders, on every
play he runs up the gut.
If Sanders can't fool the Technician big man, they will have to use runs
away from Onwenu to generate offense.
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BLOCK PARTY: Canton O-line looks to put hurt on Hornets
Whichever Canton offensive lineman will be tasked with blocking Onwenu,
they better buckle up their chinstrap and fasten their seatbelt for 48 minutes
of hitting.
Ben Phillips, Devin Obrec, Josh Dunn, David Gunnis, and Michael Maes
have been up to the challenge all year of getting good pad level to drive
defensive linemen back. Helping them in their efforts will be tight ends
Jesse Warner and Brennon Pelland.
Donovan Peoples-Jones vs Canton DBs
Cass Tech junior wide receiver, Donovan Peoples-Jones, is a household
name in the recruiting world. With offers from Ohio State, Alabama, Florida,
Michigan, and Michigan State, he is dubbed as a 5-star recruit (the highest
ranking) and poses several threats with his 6-foot-2 frame.
Peoples-Jones has the ability to take a simple screen pass and take it 80
yards with his speed or go get a 1-on-1 jump ball with his strength.
Colin Troup and Eddie Lang have gotten the bulk of playing time this
season at cornerback for Canton. Whichever corner is tasked with
matching up with Peoples-Jones, they will have a target on their back all
day. Safeties Micah Rinke and Stephens will have to overplay to help when
needed on Peoples-Jones.
Weather
Saturday will mark the sixth straight year Cass Tech has played in the
semi-finals at Troy Athens. They enter the Canton matchup with a 2-3

record in those games with the common denominator in their losses being
cold, blustery weather that slowed their offensive production through the
air.
If Saturday's conditions include wind and chilling temperatures (high of 37
degrees, wind, and precipitation expected), the Chiefs will benefit on both
sides of the ball.
The Canton offense doesn't rely on passing the ball 20 times so it won't
matter to them.
On the other hand, Cass Tech's history in the semi-finals have shown that
they struggle to play their spread-you-out, speedy style when conditions
are not in their favor.
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The Canton Chiefs proudly hoist the Division 1 regional championship trophy after
defeating Saline. The team is two wins away from one more such triumphant
scene. (Photo: MICHAEL VASILNEK)

FAST FACTS
What: Canton vs Detroit Cass Tech, Division 1 football semi-final
When: Saturday November 21, 1:00 p.m.
Where: Troy Athens High School
What's at stake: Berth in the Division 1 state championship game.
Chiefs to watch: RB/DB Jared Stephens, RB Markus Sanders, C Ben
Phillips, LB Jake Stephan, and DL Thomas Evely.

Technicians to watch: Michigan verbal commit OL Michael Onwenu, WR
Donovan Peoples-Jones, QB Rodney Hall, Michigan State verbal
commit DB Demetric Vance, DB Donnell Alexander.

